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Confessions of a Swap Desk Manager
In 2018, JP Conklin of Pensford, stunned our members by disclosing the methods he once practiced while heading the Los Angeles
swap desk for a major US Bank to enrich the bank at the expense of unsuspecting borrowers. Now, back by popular demand, JP will
revisit those days and educate our Members on what to look for and how to protect themselves. Coming off his 2019 CPOMP visit
with uncannily accurate projections, JP will once again provide his candid and unfiltered assessment of what to expect in rates for
the coming years and what is REALLY driving those outcomes.

A Physician’s Guide to Owning Medical Real Estate: The 1-Day Seminar
A CPOMP INITIATIVE – In the 4th quarter of 2020, CPOMP will roll out its highly anticipated 1-Day Seminar designed to provide
physicians a sound understanding of the fundamentals of the investment and operation of owner-occupied medical real estate. In
this session, each member of the Faculty will touch upon their particular area of expertise and explain what they hope to convey
during the seminars. The Faculty will include experts in law, accounting, investment, operations, and finance.

A panel of tax experts will touch on some of the most asked and least understood areas related to taxes. Attendees will learn the
actual tax impact of stripping out equity, what that tax impact is and how it may be avoided, and how to properly depreciate your
asset and the benefits of cost segregation. Additionally, the panel will discuss programs such as Opportunity Zones and TIFF
Funding.

Taxes: The Advantages and Implications in Physician-Owned Real Estate

Ground Leases: How Unsuspecting Terms Can Impact Your Investment
Finally, an explanation of how ground leases can impact your real estate project in ways you may never have considered. Our
presenters will discuss case studies while demonstrating how leases can affect everything from financing to resale to improvement
allowances, and how to negotiate leases for optimal outcomes.

FEATURING CPOMP 2020's KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Former IRS Acting Commissioner and 
National Director of Tax, Alliantgroup

Steven Miller

Exposing Lender Deceptions: Leveling the Playing Field and … BONUS! Optimizing Appraisal Values: The
PVI Program
Banks are experts at moving revenues from the borrower’s side to the bank’s side, using loan terms that are innocuous and unlikely
to catch the attention of any borrower. During this session, a group of former bankers, along with finance experts from CMAC
Partners, will explore case studies to uncover those terms and demonstrate what these borrowers did (or did not) do to prevent the
hit they never saw coming. The team will also unveil CMAC’s recently conceived PVI (Proactive Valuation Improvement) program
that has already produced some stunning results. Attendees will learn that appraisal values CAN be impacted and specifically what
can be done to make that happen.

Former Acting IRS Commissioner Steven Miller’s “Update from Washington on Tax and Politics”
Mr. Miller will address Members and host a Q&A during Friday’s luncheon. There could not be a more timely topic or more informed
speaker than Mr. Miller who will share everything you want to know about what goes on behind the scenes in Washington, how it
affects you, and what you can (or cannot) do about it. If there’s anybody privy to what’s going on in Washington, this is your man.



Hold vs. Sell: Everything You Need to Know
Hold or sell? A one-of-a-kind opportunity where both sides of this question will be fairly presented and thoroughly explored. Our
attendees will hear from a representative group of buyers who will explain the advantages of sale/leasebacks and creative
structures that can enhance those sales in terms of tax treatment. On the other side, a group of experts will make the case for
holding. They will detail the economic and non-economic benefits and how a sale/leaseback can be disproportionately
advantageous to one set of physicians over another and may disadvantage partner recruitment. Finally, case studies will be
presented to demonstrate the hybrid models in which groups of physicians within an ownership group can sell to their partners
and derive the same or similar benefits as in a sale/leaseback.

Building Your Development Team
Do we hand the responsibility over to a project manager, do it ourselves, or find something in between? Who do you need to help
you bring your building project from inception to completion? This session will include the people that make up all the pieces of a
development team such as architects, project managers, developers, financing consultants and contractors. Each industry expert
will speak candidly about their role and the importance of timing when it comes to developing your development team. You will
also hear from physicians and CEOs whose groups have gone through the experience and can comment on what has (or has not)
worked for them.

An Overview of Leading Buy-in/Buyout Methodologies
Managing the Ownership of Your Real Estate Entities

Achieving Full Partner Participation in Multi-Property Practices
Case studies will be used to illustrate the problems that can arise when disparate ownership exists in multiple properties that are
leased by the practice. Attendees will observe successful models that have been applied in rolling up properties owned by merging
groups and by single groups seeking to have a common ownership among its properties. These in turn create a single-mindedness
in real estate related decision-making that will best serve the practice as a whole.
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Two of the country’s most respected healthcare consultants will present their preferred entity structures and ownership transition
methods that they consider best suited to facilitate and sustain physician participation and control so that Members can determine
which approaches may be best suited to their group.

The Considerations in Determining Your Buy-in/Buyout Structure

Physician Partner Buy-ins: The Process and the Impact” Panelists will address if a real estate partnership should be
mandatory, at what point a partner buy-in should occur, and if all partner shares should be equal.
Physician Partner Buyouts: “If, When, and How” When should a partner be bought out: at retirement, after retirement, or never?
We will define what retirement even means. The session will utilize case studies to further explore how to determine buyout
value, how to set payout periods, and how to fund buyouts.

TruCourse 2.0 – A Breakthrough in Effectively Planning and Managing Buy-ins and Buyouts

A CPOMP INITIATIVE – Developed for CPOMP members over the last ten months, TruCourse 2.0 produces a computer-generated
forecast to determine probabilities of various outcomes over a prolonged period. Using a series of algorithms that employ more
than three dozen variables, TruCourse 2.0 predicts likely outcomes and then allows the user to make adjustments in the variables
to improve the chances for sustained success. Additionally, TruCourse 2.0 will identify solutions years later when initial projections
(e.g. buy-in vs. buyout ratios) may have varied.

Physicians’ Equity Fund (PEF)
A CPOMP INITIATIVE - CPOMP physician groups needing additional equity to fund an owner-occupied project will now be able to
obtain that equity from an investment group made up of physicians and like-minded individuals under highly favorable terms
without giving up control. PEF is comprised of physicians and Board Members who will “seed the project” and then “cede their
interest” so that the partners in the practice can own 100% of their investment when funds are available and realize the full value
of their projects and returns.
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